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This book covers not only the pros and cons of prescription drug and surgical
treatments for Parkinson's, but discusses the latest alternative therapies,
including herbal treatments, traditional Chinese medicine, Ayurvedic medicine,
diet, exercise, mind-body approaches like Tai Chi, and energy work.
A young man leaves his bohemian lifestyle in Greenwich Village to pursue the
chorus girl he loves.
This book, by the author of industry bestseller "Modern Recording Techniques",
focuses on microphone usage for dozens of different instruments as well as
vocals, amplifiers, Leslie cabinets and much more! Accompanied by an audio CD
that allows you to hear the different effects of microphone placement techniques
in real time for a full understanding of how to get the best recordings from any
type of microphone!
A number-one bestseller from one of Britain’s most popular novelists, Sheer
Abandon is an all-consuming story revolving around the consequences of a
desperate act . . . Martha, Clio, and Jocasta meet by chance at Heathrow airport
in 1985 as they are starting off on separate backpacking adventures, and they
decide to spend the first few days of their trips together in Thailand. When they
go their separate ways, they vow to get together in London the following year.
But many years pass before the three cross paths again, and the oncecapricious, carefree girls now all have thriving careers. One of them, however,
harbors a terrible secret: On her return from her pre-college excursion, she
abandoned her just-born daughter at Heathrow. Clio has fulfilled her ambition of
becoming a doctor, only to find herself trapped in a marriage to an arrogant
surgeon who belittles her and her professional achievements. Martha is a highly
paid corporate lawyer, just embarking on a political career. Dedicated to her job,
she has had little time for personal relationships and lives a busy, but lonely life.
Jocasta, a tabloid newspaper reporter with an infallible instinct for the big story, is
in love with a charming colleague who can’t make the permanent commitment
she longs for. The infant abandoned at Heathrow has grown up under the loving
care of her adoptive family. Now a beautiful teenager named Kate, she sets out
to find her birth mother—a quest that unexpectedly brings the women together and
exposes the secret buried so many years before. Impossible to put down, Sheer
Abandon is top-notch women’s fiction.
Turn a run-down fiberglass boat into a first-class yacht Since it first appeared in
1991, Don Casey’s This Old Boat has helped tens of thousands of sailors
refurbish older fiberglass boats and has become a revered classic among boat
rehabbers.This second edition is revised from first page to last with new
information on electrical systems, diesel engines, refrigeration, resins, plumbing
and more. Plus, more than 600 newly created illustrations enhance the book’s
beauty as well as its utility.
Your quick-access guide to international and U.S. boating rules The U.S. Coast
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Guard requires every boat more than 39-feet long to carry a copy of the nautical
rules of the road onboard. Here’s one that is convenient and handy enough for
quick reference on the water. This bestselling guide includes the full text of the
original rules, and Charlie Wing’s clear, rule-by-rule translations make them easy
to follow. It also includes a "One-Minute Guide Decision Tree" and a brief
overview of the rules’ intent to give you a good idea of what to do in any
common situation.
Keep your boat's electrical systems running and reliable “Boatowner’s Illustrated
Electrical Handbook is perfect for learning how your boat’s electrical system and
much of its equipment works, and it will be an invaluable guide when adding
equipment as well. This book needs to be in every boater’s library as a ready
reference on how to make effective repairs and modifications that comply with
ABYC standards.”—Ed Sherman, Senior Instructor and Curriculum Designer,
American Boat and Yacht Council “A definitive technical book that is easy to
read. Buy this book and throw out the rest.”—Motorboat & Yachting Whether you
take to the sea under power or sail, bounce around the bay in your runabout, or
cross oceans in your cruiser, you’ll find everything you need to maintain, repair,
and upgrade your boat’s DC and AC electrical systems with this comprehensive
and fully illustrated guide. Tackle onboard electrical projects and learn how to:
Meet ABYC standards for both DC and AC wiring Install solar- and wind-power
systems Add electrical components Prevent corrosion of your electrical system . .
. and more
"An invaluable resource. [Vigor's] practical wisdom gives you the know-how and
confidence to prepare your boat for the sea."--Cruising World. Here is the book that
answer the sailor's fundamental question--"Can my boat take me offshore
safely?"--then shows how to make it happen.
Work-around solutions and emergency repairs that will get your boat home when all
else fails Practical Boat Mechanics belongs onboard every boat that has a gasoline,
diesel, inboard, or out-board engine. This practical collection of fast fixes enables you to
repair failed machinery with basic tools under adverse conditions. Designed and written
for non-mechanics, it also presents do-it-yourself maintenance procedures and
schedules that will prevent most problems from occurring.
Following the very successful Beginner's Guide to Digital Painting in Photoshop, this
latest book explores techniques used in character creation.
Based on the author's articles from various magazines, these unconventional sail and
power boat designs include dinghies, pirogues, row boats, schooners, catamarans,
dugouts, houseboats, and more.
“Has supremely easy recipes for busy cooks and has helpful insider tips for getting the
best results from your recipes using a slow cooker.” —Florida Sun-Sentinel This series
by Surrey Books launches with an everything-you-need-to-know guide to using the slow
cooker, and features 101 delicious, diverse, and accessible recipes, all of which have
been thoroughly kitchen-tested to ensure you have success every time you make one.
Featuring a detailed introduction that covers the basics of slow-cooking and discusses
helpful how-tos, insider tips, and keys to best results, this book—and all the books in the
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101 series—features a simple, contemporary-looking design that’s as clear-cut as it is
elegant, with measures calculated using both traditional and metric quantities.
Scattered throughout are beautiful full-color photographs that accentuate the book’s
visual appeal. Perfect both for beginners and more experienced cooks looking to
broaden their kitchen horizons, Slow Cooker 101’s breadth of recipes is drawn from a
wide range of culinary traditions. Some of the delicious dishes include: • Beef
Stroganoff • Lamb Biryani • Paella • Winter Vegetable Risotto • Corn Pudding •
Chicken Mole • Cioppino Slow Cooker 101 will be an essential addition to the ranks of
slow cooker cookbooks, and the 101 Series it premiers is positioned to become a
popular resource for contemporary home cooks. 101 Series “Easy-to-use recipes with
a side-order of photos . . . clear and concise . . . opens with a chapter on kitchen
basics, including a list of equipment ‘must haves,’ a section most useful for beginner
home cooks.” —Insatiable “Simply and attractively laid out.” —Go Dairy Free blog
A detailed guide to the maintenance and repair of Scirocco, Rabbit, and Jetta
automobiles includes safety tips and specifications
I was dead for thirty seconds. That's what the cop in Fall River told me. When the EMTs
found me, there was a needle in my arm and a packet of heroin in the front seat. At
basketball-crazy Durfee High School in Fall River, Massachusetts, junior guard Chris
Herren carried his family's and the city's dreams on his skinny frame. His grandfather,
father, and older brother had created their own sports legends in a declining city; he
was the last, best hope for a career beyond the shuttered mills and factories. Herren
was heavily recruited by major universities, chosen as a McDonald's All-American,
featured in a Sports Illustrated cover story, and at just seventeen years old became the
central figure in Fall River Dreams, an acclaimed book about the 1994 Durfee team's
quest for the state championship. Leaving Fall River for college, Herren starred on Jerry
Tarkanian's Fresno State Bulldogs team of talented misfits, which included future NBA
players as well as future convicted felons. His gritty, tattooed, hip-hop persona drew the
ire of rival fans and more national attention: Rolling Stone profiled him, 60 Minutes
interviewed him, and the Denver Nuggets drafted him. When the Boston Celtics
acquired his contract, he lived the dream of every Massachusetts kid—but off the court
Herren was secretly crumbling, as his alcohol and drug use escalated and his life
spiraled out of control. Twenty years later, Chris Herren was married to his high-school
sweetheart, the father of three young children, and a heroin junkie. His basketball
career was over, consumed by addictions; he had no job, no skills, and was a sadly
familiar figure to those in Fall River who remembered him as a boy, now prowling the
streets he once ruled, looking for a fix. One day, for a time he cannot remember, he
would die. In his own words, Chris Herren tells how he nearly lost everything and
everyone he loved, and how he found a way back to life. Powerful, honest, and
dramatic, Basketball Junkie is a remarkable memoir, harrowing in its descent, and
heartening in its return.
Power Systems Analysis, Second Edition, describes the operation of the interconnected
power system under steady state conditions and under dynamic operating conditions
during disturbances. Written at a foundational level, including numerous worked
examples of concepts discussed in the text, it provides an understanding of how to
keep power flowing through an interconnected grid. The second edition adds more
information on power system stability, excitation system, and small disturbance
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analysis, as well as discussions related to grid integration of renewable power sources.
The book is designed to be used as reference, review, or self-study for practitioners
and consultants, or for students from related engineering disciplines that need to learn
more about power systems. Includes comprehensive coverage of the analysis of power
systems, useful as a one-stop resource Features a large number of worked examples
and objective questions (with answers) to help apply the material discussed in the book
Offers foundational content that provides background and review for the understanding
and analysis of more specialized areas of electric power engineering
Reese was the first author to introduce the 'over the shoulder' approach to describing
bridge hands, and it was an immediate success. In this book, the reader can follow the
thought processes of an expert through the bidding and play of many fascinating hands.
First published in 1960, it is now back in print after being unavailable for a number of
years.
Now in its thoroughly revised, updated Seventh Edition, this popular Spiralr Manual is a
practical, accessible guide to the diagnosis and treatment of skin disorders. The book
concisely but thoroughly outlines the pathophysiology, symptoms, clinical findings,
assessment, and therapy of each disease and offers detailed guidelines for choosing
among therapeutic options. Also included are step-by-step instructions for operative
procedures and diagnostic and therapeutic techniques. A complete and up-to-date
formulary provides information on medications and other products used in dermatology,
including pharmacology, dosage, and packaging. A color atlas section adds to the
usefulness of this classic therapeutic text.
Marine Diesel Basics 1Maintenance, Lay-up, winter Protection, Tropical Storage,
Spring RecommissionVoyage Press
Know you’ll pass before you take the exam. If you are planning to take paying
passengers on your boat or you want to save money on your insurance, you’ll need to
pass the U.S. Coast Guard captain’s ratings exams. Get Your Captain’s License is the
quickest, easiest, and least expensive way to prepare for these tests. This complete
study tool includes: The six-passenger “Six-Pack,” Master and Mate Inland, Master
and Mate Near Coastal, and Sail/Auxiliary Sail Endorsement 400 pages of tutorials on
seamanship and navigation PEARSoft’s new and improved interactive CD-ROM with
all 14,000 questions and answers in the USCG database With its essential advice and
unlimited opportunities for exam practice, this book is your sure course to passing the
tests and securing your license. Please note: CD-ROM is compatible with PC only.
This set contains 2 binders and nine books. The books are as follows: Outboard Motor
Service Manual Volume 1, Outboard Motor Service Manual Volume 2, Old Outboard
Motor Service Manual Volume 1, Old Outboard Motor Service Manual Volume 2,
Inboard Outdrive Service Manual, Inboard Engine/Transmission and Drive Service
Manual, Personal Water Vehicles Manuals, Outboard Flat Rate Manual, and Motor and
Board Identification Reference Manual.
An account of the Independent University, Bangladesh, a private university located in
Dhaka.
Instant answers for your boat handling, navigation, and seamanship questions The Instant
Handbook uses a dynamic new quick-reference format to cover the critical aspects of piloting,
seamanship, and boat handling under sail or power more accessibly and effectively than has
ever been done before. It puts at your fingertips all the information you need about: Boat
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Handling Under Power--Bob Sweet Sail Trim and Rig Tuning--Bill Gladstone Using Nautical
Charts--Bob Sweet Using GPS--Bob Sweet Using VHF and SSB Radios--Bob Sweet Rules of
the Road and Running Light Patterns--Charlie Wing Knots, Splices, and Line Handling--Charlie
Wing Anchoring--Peter Nielsen Onboard Weather Forecasting--Bob Sweet Heavy Weather
Sailing--John Rousmaniere Diesel Engine Care and Repair--Nigel Calder Emergencies On
Board--John Rousmaniere Emergency First Aid On Board--Richard Clinchy
Offers complete repair, maintenance, and adjustment procedures for popular makes and
models of personal water vehicles and includes a trouble-shooting guide
Natural gas is considered the dominant worldwide bridge between fossil fuels of today and
future resources of tomorrow. Thanks to the recent shale boom in North America, natural gas
is in a surplus and quickly becoming a major international commodity. Stay current with
conventional and now unconventional gas standards and procedures with Natural Gas
Processing: Technology and Engineering Design. Covering the entire natural gas process,
Bahadori's must-have handbook provides everything you need to know about natural gas,
including: Fundamental background on natural gas properties and single/multiphase flow
factors How to pinpoint equipment selection criteria, such as US and international standards,
codes, and critical design considerations A step-by-step simplification of the major gas
processing procedures, like sweetening, dehydration, and sulfur recovery Detailed explanation
on plant engineering and design steps for natural gas projects, helping managers and
contractors understand how to schedule, plan, and manage a safe and efficient processing
plant Covers both conventional and unconventional gas resources such as coal bed methane
and shale gas Bridges natural gas processing with basic and advanced engineering design of
natural gas projects including real world case studies Digs deeper with practical equipment
sizing calculations for flare systems, safety relief valves, and control valves
STOP WORKING ON YOUR BOAT AND GET OUT ON THE WATER! Save money and time
with these 1,001 tested tips from Sandy Lindsey, a boat-maintenance contributor to Boating
magazine for many years. In Quick and Easy Boat Maintenance, Lindsey has culled the best of
her years of advice and gathered the top suggestions from her readers. These handy, natural
solutions work amazingly well—and are environmentally friendly. Boats last longer and look
more beautiful with proper care. But that care takes a lot less time when you work smart. See
how you can make your winterizing and spring commissioning chores go much faster and learn
Lindsey's labor-saving secrets for tackling: Teak, canvas, and carpet care Painting, metal
cleaning, and polishing Fiberglass and gelcoat cleaning and repair Engine care and winterizing
Mildew--how to get rid of it, how to prevent it This second edition is updated with green
solutions, information about dealing with ethanol in fuel, how to maintain the new batteries, and
an all-new chapter on maintenance aspects of sailboats (sail care, winches, lines, and wire
rigging). Putting the helpful hints of Quick and Easy Boat Maintenance to work can change
your boating life. Less time working means more time boating! "A treasure chest of proven
labor-savers that can help get those pesky maintenance chores done faster." -- ObserverDispatch
Want to learn how to build Web sites fast? This best-selling guide’s visual format and step-bystep, task-based instructions will have you up and running with HTML5 and CSS3 in no time.
This Seventh Edition is a major revision, with approximately 125 pages added and substantial
updates to (or complete rewrites of) nearly every page from the preceding edition. Authors
Elizabeth Castro and Bruce Hyslop use clear instructions, friendly prose, and real-world code
samples to teach you HTML and CSS from the ground up. Over the course of 21 chapters you
will learn how to: Write semantic HTML, both with elements that have been around for years
and ones that are new in HTML5. Prepare images for the Web and add them to your pages.
Use CSS to style text, add background colors and images, and implement a multicolumn
layout. Build a single site for all users—whether they are using a mobile phone, tablet, laptop,
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desktop computer, or other Web-enabled device—based on many of the components of
responsive Web design, including CSS3 media queries. Leverage new selectors in CSS3, add
Web fonts to your pages with @font-face, and use CSS3 effects such as opacity, background
alpha transparency, gradients, rounded corners, drop shadows, shadows inside elements, text
shadows, and multiple background images. Improve your site’s accessibility with ARIA
landmark roles and other good coding practices. Build forms to solicit input from your visitors.
Include media in your pages with the HTML5 audio and video elements. Test and debug your
Web pages. Secure a domain name and publish your site. And much more! All book code
samples and more are available on the companion web site.
Mechatronic Components: Roadmap to Design explains the practical application of
mechatronics, including sections on adaptive structures, robotics and other areas where
mechanics and electronics converge. Professional engineers in a variety of areas will find this
textbook to be extremely helpful with its in-depth use of flow diagrams and schemes that help
readers understand the logic behind the design of such systems. Using approximately 130
different components with diagrams and flowcharts that help engineers from different fields
understand the general properties and selection criteria of a component, this book presents a
comprehensive resource on mechatronic components. Presents different concepts from the
cross-disciplinary field of mechatronics, including discussions from mechanical engineering,
electrical engineering and computer science Explains the decision-making process for
components with visually appealing flow diagrams Provides detailed guidance on the selection
of materials and components for building mechatronic systems Includes specific cases studies
that illustrate applied concepts
Provides suggestions for repair and maintenance of all the boat's systems, including the deck,
hull, cabin, engine, bilge, electrical system, tanks, and gear

"Without trust, we have nothing." These are the words which have haunted
Melanie Erickson for six years. When she walked out of the house Xavier Ross
bought as their forever home, she thought she was closing that door
permanently, but fate had other plans. Xavier Ross tried to keep everyone at a
distance until Melanie came into his life. The more he tried to fight his feelings for
her, the more he fell in love. One rash decision fractured the trust that was
essential to their relationship. Six years later, she is the last person he expects to
see walk through his front door. Will Xavier and Mel be able to learn to trust one
another again so they can fulfill a dying woman's wish?
Using circuit diagrams, PCB layouts, parts lists and clear construction and
installation details, this book provides everything someone with a basic
knowledge of electronics needs to know in order to put that knowledge into
practice. This latest collection of Maplin projects are a variety of power supply
projects, the necessary components for which are readily available from the
Maplin catalogue or any of their high street shops. Projects include, laboratory
power supply projects for which there are a wide range of applications for the
hobbyist, from servicing portable audio and video equipment to charging
batteries; and miscellaneous projects such as a split charge unit for use in cars or
similar vehicles when an auxiliary battery is used to power 12v accessories in a
caravan or trailer. Both useful and innovative, these projects are above all
practical and affordable.
Seeing is Understanding. The first VISUAL guide to marine diesel systems on
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recreational boats. Step-by-step instructions in clear, simple drawings explain
how to maintain, winterize and recommission all parts of the system - fuel deck fill
- engine - batteries - transmission - stern gland - propeller. Book one of a new
series. Canadian author is a sailor and marine mechanic cruising aboard his
36-foot steel-hulled Chevrier sloop. Illustrations: 300+ drawings Pages: 222
pages Published: 2017 Format: softcover Category: Inboards, Gas & Diesel
Powerboat Maintenance, Service, Shop Manual
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